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GOING BEYOND
LUSTRE AND UNTOUENESS
Drawing inspiration from Sri Lanka! diversity in
beauty; FACETS 2023 Premier Edition builds on
its reputation as a premier Gern and Jewellery
exhibition in the Asian region, with a modern
outlook and messaqe for the new decade.

Some o{ the world's finest and most attractive
coloured stones are found within our island
paradise. Their rare nature and distinctive
qualities are reflected in the amazing natural
and cultural diversity the country holds. lt is this
link between gem and geography; that enables
us to elaborate the value presented through
FACETS as being unique and unmatched. Well
rnto the new miilennium, the love for our
precious stones has only increased with the
arrival of a new generation of consumers. Thejr
preference towards authenticity and exclusivity,
will only contribute to Iurther industry growth.

SLrpported by both state and private bodies;
the 3oth edition of this much anticipated gem
and jewellery show presents collections from
around the world to a vast attendance of
international trade visitors.

OUR VISITOR PROFILE
The FACETS 2023 Premier Edition will be
attended by numerous stakeholders that range
from high-profile trade buyers to gemstone and
jewellery importers, wholesalers, manufacturers,
retailers, and collectorsi representing private
interests as well as leading corporations from
around the world.

THE FACETS EXHIBITION
While being {irst and foremost a platforrn to
profirote the trade of gems and jeweilery;

FACETS 2023 Premier Editlon also creates

business opportunitles for supporting products
and services that dlrectly cater to industry needs.
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THE PRODUCT OFFERING
Whit \/o showc.rse .rt FACIt S 2023 prcrnier Ed tion
bodsls anyihing and everyth ng relaied to gerns and

PRECIOUS
GEMSTONES
Cemstoies that are precious ancl
exciusive; ranging {rom blue sapphires,
to nlultl coloured sapphires, rubies, star
sapphires, cats-eyes, alexandrrtes, and

SEMIPRECIOUS
GEMSTONES
A select on ol over 50 varietics
of semi-precious gemstones that
include moonstones, topaz,
sp nels, g.rrnets, and arnethysts

JEWELLERY
Gold, white gold and stlver
lewellery ( ncl!rding both
genr,studded and

RARITIES
Rare finds such as
exceptionally unique
gemstones, rough gemstones,
calibrated gemstones, and
precjsion-cut gemstones for I
watch n1anufactrtrine.

..1
FEATURED AT THE EXHIBITION
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Jewellery manufactLr/ers, exporters, & retailers

Diamond manu{acturers & wholesalers

Laboratory & certi{ication services

A PARADISE FOR BUYERS
FACETS 2023 Premier Edrtion provides access to a

variety of gemstones that cover all quality qrades and
variations in appearance. The product o{ferlngs are
upheld to the highest international standards; forming a

value proposrtion that is uncompromised in quality, and
complemented by a sense of authenticity that is uniquely
Sri Lankan.



PINNAWALA
ELEPHANT ORPHANAGE

THE VENUE

SPECIAL ROOM RATES

EXCURSIONS

SRI DALADA MALIGAWA
KANDY

Above USD & LKR Nett rates are inclusive of 1o% service charge and 1.0170 TDL. 5.2% ssc, l5% VAT {Government laxes are
subject to change wiihout Prior notice and Nett rates applicable will be based on the taxes prevailing on the date of the event)
Above rates are valid stricdy for a minimum of 50 rooms per night on base category (SUpplement apply Ior higher categories)
Above rates are non_commissionable

TEA FACTORY
GERAGAMA

BED & BREAKFAST HALF BOARD FULL BOARD
Hotel 5GL DBL TPL SGL DBL TPL SGL DBL TPL
Cinnamon
G rand (USD) 87 99 126 105 135 180 120 165 225
Cinnamon
Grand (LKR) 23,650 27 ,300 32,950 28,300 36,600 46,900 32,450 44,900 59,350

GALLE FORT WATER ACTIVITY
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